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Description 2024 Jayco Seismic Luxury Series 4113, Jayco Seismic Luxury Series toy hauler
4113 highlights: 12' 6" Cargo Area Side Patio Party Deck Dual Entry Doors Half
Bath in Garage U-Shaped Kitchen Countertop HappiJac Electric Queen Bed It's
time to enjoy your toys and outdoor fun in this toy hauler! This separate garage
offers an electric queen bed above rear convertible sofas, a second entry door, a
half bath plus a place to add a washer/dryer option if you like. Your friends can
have their own space when they join you. And the party deck will be a popular
hangout everywhere you go! The separate living and kitchen area offers patio
doors to get to the side patio party deck with an exterior TV so you can relax
above ground while outdoors. Back inside you will have a SuperSofa with heat,
massage, recliners, cupholders and LED lighting to enjoy while watching the
Smart LED HDTV with a fireplace below. The chef will have a U-shaped
countertop with all the kitchen amenities such as a GE Profile Series 30 in.
residential convection microwave with built in air fryer, and the 17 cu.ft. 12V
refrigerator is just a few steps away. Everyone can take turns getting cleaned up
in the inventive side-aisle bath with a walk-in shower. The front master bedroom
has a walk-around king bed for all-around comfort, plus a slide out with a dresser
and two wardrobes that stretches into the hallway. With any Seismic Luxury
Series fifth wheel toy hauler by Jayco, you will enjoy the versatile garage that
offers a rear ramp door and patio with anti-slip, non-skid flooring, a Tuff-ply,
rubberized garage floor liner, and the Industry's first 2" block-foam fully insulated
garage floor. The mandatory 5 Star Handing package gives you MORryde CRE-
3000 rubberized suspension, Dexter axles with Nev-R-Adjust brakes, E-Z Lube
hubs and 4,000 lb. leaf springs, and a MORryde pin box and more. More standout
features include the removable three seasons garage wall/doors, the wireless
remote control system which includes Bluetooth wireless interior controls, the
fresh water drinking system, and the list goes on and on! Choose a Seismic
Luxury Series because there isn't anything better!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: T81162
VIN Number: 1UJCGSCV6R19N0110
Condition: New
Length: 45
GVW: 20695
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 2

Item address , Vidor, Texas, United States
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